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new!
• Murcott Mandarin

• TDE Mandarin
• Mandarinquat Kumquat

• Centennial Kumquat
• Lemonade Lemon
• Kishu Mandarin

• Minneola
• Oroblanco Grapefruit

• Lavender Gem Tangelo

coming soon
• Tango Mandarin
• Page Mandarin 

• Minneolas

BACK IN STOCK
• Buddha Hand

• Nagami Kumquats
• Algerian Mandarin

TIGHT INVENTORY
• Cliptop Carrots
• Jumbo Carrots

• Josie’s Salads–Spring Blush
• Organic Girl Butter Lettuces 
• Yellow and Red Onion Cellos

• Cipollini Onions
• Red Radishes

GAPPING
• Burdock
• Gai Lan

• Thai Coconuts
• Bunny Luv Baby Peeled

Rainbow Carrots

WINDING DOWN
• Side Hill Meyer Lemons

• Golden Bosc Pear

—don’t miss downloads on page four!—

Historically December and January see disruptions in organic markets due to various 
factors such as frosts, winter storms, less daylight hours and holidays.  2021 continued 
to bring even more challenges with Covid-19. Unfortunately, many workers have been 
hit hard by Covid-19 with many packing sheds having challenges. Consequently, field 
laborers and trucking companies are experiencing challenges due to the lack of workers, 
tightening up an already challenged labor force. Trucking issues have caused numerous 
challenges around the holidays and beyond. Covid-19 has thinned the volume of 
available trucks leading to loads that do not have a way to get to us, limiting supply on 
many items. Imports are limited as well, mostly due to extreme backups in the Southern 
California ports. 

Prices and availability are the most unstable often in these months. One thing to 
remember is that most of the US is pulling produce from the same area that we do at 
this point in the season.  Demand is great – supply isn’t. Price and quality do not track 
side by side. Often higher prices reflect difficult growing conditions and veg has more cosmetic challenges than we are 
used to. Prices are also increasing as growers struggle with trucking shortages and higher gas prices, labor shortages 
and wage increases, higher material prices on pallets, boxes and packaging materials, shipping delays due to labor 
shortages and extreme weather challenges. 

We feel immense gratitude for our resilient growers who keep their workers safe while continuing to harvest and ship 
quality organic produce to sustain our communities during these adverse conditions. 

Market Disruptions and Price Increases

Lakeside frost on lettuce heads, 
Holtville, CA
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Apples 
Apples out of the Pacific Northwest are experiencing some 
delays due to weather, trucking and labor shortages. The 
packing sheds are trying to catch up in the Pacific Northwest 
and Fuji, Granny and Honeycrisp will be tight as we start off the 
week. Now is a great time to add the delicious Club Apples to your 
apple display. The Cosmic Crisp was developed by Washington 
State University and it is a cross between the Enterprise and 
Honeycrisp apples. It has a rich red skin that almost sparkles 
with starburst-like lenticels. The Cosmic Crisp SNAPS when you 
cut into it. Juicy and sweet-tart with floral and fruity notes. You 
won’t want to put the Cosmic Crisp down! https://youtu.be/C82pjBBifOk

Don’t miss all the outstanding Club Apples now coming out of 
the Pacific Northwest–Ambrosia, Cosmic Crisp, Envy, Opal and 
Sugar Bee! Club apples are varieties that are not just patented, 
but also trademarked and controlled in such a way that only a 
select “club” of farmers can sell them. 

Avocados 
Equal Exchange will be ending their Avocado season out of 
Michoacan, Mexico two months earlier this year and will start 
winding down the end of January. The crop is much lighter than 
forecast, along with it being an alternate bearing year. We will 
have other growers to fill in the gaps until California starts up 
around the beginning of March. 

Don’t miss the Bacon Avocado while it is still in season. Bacons 
have smooth bright green skin and creamy pale green flesh. 
Their mild flavor is delicious on avocado toast or in a winter 
citrus salad. Be careful when cutting this avocado into slices as 
the skin is very thin and delicate.

Berries
Blackberries in good supply from Dovex out of Mexico.
Blueberries: Forbidden is back as the weather warms up and we 
get a break from the rain. Central West Produce blueberries have 
a beautiful bloom, a sure sign of freshness and good flavor. 
Raspberries: CWP is done until the spring. Fresh Kampo just 
started up out of Baja and we shouldn’t see a big interruption 
in supply. 
Strawberries: Fresh Kampo and Green Belle large berries have 
good color out of Baja. Supply is limited.

Citrus
Side Hill has a few more picks of Meyer Lemons and they are 
done. Don’t miss them on our Weekly Specials! Lime prices 
continue to go up with tight labor in the fields and sheds. Covilli 
Limes are now Fair Trade! Seville Oranges make a delicious 
marmalade. Oroblanco Grapefruits are back this week. The 
citrus category gets a boost this week as we see many fun new 
varieties arrive. Buck grows Organic Specialty Citrus on 200 + 
acres in Porterville, CA (between Bakersfield and Fresno). They 
have a self-sustaining labor force on the farm and packing 
facility; the same labor force grows, harvests and packs all the 
fruit on the farm. 

fruit market update

Organic Citrus Production 
Significantly Down
OPN CONNECT NEWSLETTER 251 · JANUARY 13, 2022

Several factors have played a role in 
reducing the size of the California 
citrus crop for the 2021/2022 season, 
with varieties down as much as 20-40 
percent from a normal crop. “We think springtime mandarins 
will be down about 40 percent, with all the other varieties 
collectively being off about 20-25 percent,” said Craig Morris, 
Citrus Category Manager, Homegrown Organic Farms.

The major culprit is weather, with the extreme heat 
California experienced during the summer bloom period 
taking most of the blame. Though the Northwest heat wave 
in late June of 2021 (with temperatures climbing to 115 
degrees and higher) received most of the attention last year, 
the summer of 2021 was the hottest summer on record for 
California. The Homegrown executive said that resulted in 
an inordinate amount of dropped blooms. Morris said the 
biggest impact in the overall drop in organic citrus supplies 
will be the length of the season for each citrus variety. Read 
the full article here https://bit.ly/opncitrusproductionisdown

Citrus, continued
The rootstock of the Buck Heirloom 
Navels can be traced back to the 
original Washington navel orchards 
planted in the early 1900’s in 
Riverside, CA. Heirloom Navels 
are slightly smaller than most 
but they pack BIG flavor! These 
bright oranges are sweet, juicy 
and tangy with a classic old-time 
flavor.  The Centennial Kumquat has 
sweet skin with mild acidic flesh. 
Mandarinquats are a fun bell shape, 
larger than your average kumquat 
and they have an edible sweet peel 
and tart pulp. Lemonade Lemons 
have a light sweet lemon flavor with no tartness. TDE 
Mandarins are a cross between Temple Tangor, Dancy
and Encore mandarins. They are very sweet with a rich
citrus flavor. Lavendar Gem Tangelos have a sweet flavor 
with mild acid.

Download Earl’s Winter Citrus Guide and Citrus Map 
on page four.

Mandarinquats
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Asparagus is starting to come to life with good production 
from Ocean Mist (Mexico). Queen Victoria (Mexico) is coming on 
this week. California Coastal View Produce out of Gonzales is 
forecast to start around March 1st. 

Artichokes: More availability and we should see more 
consistency.

Green Beans: Covilli is back in good supply of 15# and 25#. 

Broccoli market is very tight. Cold weather in the desert is 
limiting harvest. The good news is the next 10 days will bring 
warmer nights into the 40’s and 50’s. When there is no frost, 
the plants recover faster. 

Sweet Baby Broccoli: Josie’s has good inventory out of 
Salinas. Lakeside continues to be extremely limited, with 
nothing coming out of their Watsonville ranch and cold 
weather in the desert has slowed down the growth.

Broccoli Crowns: Excellent volume from Organic Treat
this week.

Brussels Sprouts: Covilli is back in stock for a good run on 
bagged and bulk.

Carrots: Sunrise is harvesting Bunched Nantes weekly.  
Don’t miss their pretty Yellow and Purple Bunched Carrots. 
Cal Organic is dealing with severe labor shortages at their 
packing shed in both production areas and shipping. Jumbo 
and Cliptop Carrots will be tight on the front side of the week. 
Baby Peeled Rainbow Carrots are gapping.

Cauliflower: Lakeside is very tight on Cauliflower. Organic 
Treat will be the main grower out of the desert this week. 

Romanesco is available sporadically from Organic Treat. Sun 
Valley is harvesting a small amount along with a teaser supply 
of Orange and Purple Cauliflower. 

Celery: Josie’s 24ct/30ct is improving out of the desert with 
fantastic quality. Prices are still high.

Chicories: Lakeside Escarole supply has improved.

Cucumbers: Slicers, Euro and Persian cucumbers have 
returned to good inventory.

Eggplant: Plenty of Globe Eggplant out of Mexico and small 
amounts of Graffiti when available.

Tumeric: Juice Secret Beach Red Tumeric (Hawaii) for super 
health benefits. 

Greens: Support the small famer! Fresh Valley out of Gilroy 
has gorgeous Cilantro and Lacinato Kale.

Leeks: Lakeside has good volume. Ralph’s will return in 1-2 
weeks.

Herbs: Italian Parsley has been very limited due to weather. 
Dosner Basil supply is improving. Basil and Dill from Jacobs is 
looking up with the warmer weather.

Lettuce: We are seeing frost damage mainly on Romaine lettuce. 
Epidermal peel occurs when the outside ribs of the lettuce freeze, 
bubble, pop and finally oxidize. This is showing up in only the 
outer 1-2 layers of each head, and can be cleaned up at retail 
when prepped. Overnight temps the next 10-14 days look much 
warmer, and we should see this clear up soon. Don’t overlook 
Sunrise’s gorgeous Little Gem and Mixed Salanova Lettuce. 

Organic Girl demand is well above the New Year seasonal 
forecast. They are working diligently to keep up with demand 
but we will continue to see many items remain tight this week. 
Please speak with your Earl’s sales rep for more information. 

Mushrooms: Oysters and Lion’s Mane from FWF and Sumano 
are returning this week. 

Snap and English Peas: Tutti Frutti will start up with 
Snaps and English Peas out of hoop houses in 3 weeks. In the 
meantime, we have crunchy Snap Peas and succulent English 
Peas out of Mexico. 

Bell Peppers: Bell Peppers in all colors looking great!  

Shishito are milder than a Padron. Padrons are a bit like 
playing Russian roulette, some or hot and some are not. 

Onions and Potatoes: Shallots available through mid-
February. Wong Fingerlings will be plentiful as Tasteful Selections 
wraps up their fingerling program. Sunburst Medley Potatoes are 
a mix of red and gold potatoes. Purple Passion Potatoes continue 
to gap due to quality issues.

Radish: Calo Bunched Red Radish gapping for another week. 
Oceanside radishes will cover any gaps. 

Roots: We have all your needs covered with our full line up– 
Burdock, Celery Root, Horseradish, Parsnips, Rutabaga, Sunchokes 
and Purple Turnips!

Summer Squash: Covilli Zucchini is beautiful! 

Tomatoes: Covilli is coming on stronger with Mixed and Purple 
Rose Heirlooms and beautiful open pint Sunset Bite Cherry 
Tomatoes. 

Winter Squash: A wonderful mix of Acorn, Butternut, Delicata, 
Honeynut, Kabocha, Spaghetti and Sweet Dumpling!

 

You may have noticed on our price list that more vegetables are now coming out of Mexico. Some of our California based vendor partners
are making the decision to grow part of their winter vegetable program in Mexico this year. This trend is driven by increasing labor costs,

labor force shortages, consistent supply challenges, increasing costs to farm in California, and the goal to provide high quality organic produce 
year-round. Please speak with your sales rep for more information.
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Fremont Mandarins
Fremont Mandarins are a cross of the Clementine and the 
Ponkan Mandarin varieties. The skin is brilliant dark orange, 
smooth and easy to remove. The flesh has few seeds and a
lot of juice, and tastes intensely sweet with some acid.

gold nugget Mandarins
Gold Nugget Mandarins have bumpy skin and are very 
aromatic and easy to peel. Fruit is seedless with a rich and 
sweet flavor. 

honey Mandarins
Honey Mandarins are small sized with a bright orange rind.
They are very sweet and juicy and contain many seeds.

kishu Mandarins
Kishu Mandarins are tiny and very sweet. They are smaller 
than a golf ball with bright glossy orange skin. The top and 
bottom have a small depression that makes it easy to peel.

murcott Mandarins
Murcott Mandarins have a bright orange rind and they can 
have some seeds. They are fairly easy to peel. Their origin is 
unknown but they have an excellent rich flavor and are good 
for juicing.

page Mandarins
Page Mandarins are a cross between Minneola Tangelo
and Clementine. Technically speaking the variety is a Tangelo 
hybrid since its parentage is three-fourths mandarin and one-
fourth grapefruit. It has a very sweet and intense berry flavor.

Fremont Mandarins
Grown in San Diego County
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Winter Citrus

gold nugget Mandarins 
Season starts in San 
Diego County, overlaps & 
finishes in the foothills 
of Fresno County

honey Mandarins
Grown in San Diego County

kishu Mandarins
Grown in San Diego County

murcott Mandarins
Grown in San Diego County

page Mandarins
Grown in fresno & 
San Diego County

Seasonal Guide

Download here: https://bit.ly/3Kfle8t Download here: https://bit.ly/3Kfle8t

Fall
Pomegranate Arils and Asian Pears through January.

Grapes
Import Grapes came and went without landing on 
the West Coast. Import Red Grapes will arrive in a few 
weeks. 

Kiwis
Grown in Reedley and all harvested in November and 
now coming out of storage. Fantastic flavor!

Pears
Bosc and D’Anjou are in good supply. Comice returns mid-week. 
Mt. Hood Golden Bosc is winding down. Asian Pear russetted 
varieties are in good supply through February.

Tropicals
Sunrise Passion Fruit now tray packed as we get to the end of 
the season. Feijoas are back from Swift Suntropicals. Kent Mangos 
from Peru have a pretty blush and eat great! Intennza Papayas 
have returned in a limited fashion. Thai Coconuts and Kiwano 
Horned Melons continue to gap.

– FRUIT, continued from page two –


